BYRON BAY

STARLIGHT
FESTIVAL
THUR 7th - SUN 10th JAN
A&I HALL BANGALOW

YOGA & BREATHWORK

SOUNDBATHS

TAROT & PSYCHICS WORKSHOPS & TALKS

TICKETS $30 2 FOR 1 THURS & FRI
WWW.STARLIGHTFESTIVAL.COM.AU

TICKETS ONLINE OR AT THE DOOR (KIDS FREE)

WELLBEING MARKET WELLNESS & HEALING

FREE PROGRAM

Singing Bowl Masterclass
Learn how to use singing bowls for meditation, healing and space clearing.
In this masterclass we will explore the practice of singing bowls from a
scientific as well as a spiritual perspective.
Enrol now at: www.singingbowlmasterclass.com

Singing Bowl Store
We have brought our customers the
biggest range of therapeutic grade
singing bowls from Nepal since 2010.
Buy authentic, hand made singing bowls
from a native Nepalese person.
Shop now at: www.singbowls.com

Discover four bliss filled & transformative days at the 2021 Starlight Festival.
You are invited to discover four days of transformation
and healing at the Starlight Festival. Browse the
wellbeing market where you can enjoy access to
a community of practitioners offering healing,
readings, personal development, massage and more.
Uncover crystals and wellness products or delight in
nourishing vegan food from the cafe.
The expansive program of events included with entry
features five sacred spaces. All created so you can
experience awakening workshops from a community
of renowned facilitators from the Byron Shire
and beyond.
This year reconnect using the power of sacred sound.
Relax with live sound healings. Release and connect
with chant, mantra and kirtan. Or unlock your power
with shamanic drumming and ceremony.

Immerse yourself in a workshop, play a singing bowl
or learn the basics of Japanese moxa therapy. Access
vast and life-changing knowledge and release old
patterns with talks, ceremony, guided meditations &
much more.
Whether you join us for one day or immerse in the
program for all four days, transformation awaits you.
The Starlight Festival takes place from the 7th-10th
of January at the A&I Hall in Bangalow. Tickets
are $30 and available on the door or online at
starlightfestival.com.au
Children under 13 enter for free with a paying adult,
so bring your family and friends and be a part of this
vibrant and transformative event.

Village Market

Soul Sounds

Relax and discover the wonders of the Starlight community.

Bask in a sound bath & experience a sound healing.

Psychics, Tarot & Readings

Healers & Practitioners

Tarot readers and psychic mediums will help you
unlock the metaphysical secrets of your life path.

Enjoy healings, kinesiology, sound healing and much
more from qualified practitioners.

Conscious Products

Wellbeing Market

Including crystals, jewellery, essentials oils, hemp
clothing & more.

Over 40 stalls in the main hall including wellbeing
products & practitioners from across the Byron Shire
and beyond.

True Nature Cafe with Live Music

Massage & Bodywork

Delicious vegan food catering for all dietary needs
carefully created by Chef Todd (Stream) Cameron.
Live music with Jo Kelly each lunch time.

Re-align with back care, de-stress with a
massage and release tension with bodywork.

Chicchan

Phil & Chiho

Seriya & Matty

A form of vibrational crystal healing is
created through the sound generated
by pure quartz crystal singing bowls.
The powerful and exquisitely pure
healing sounds of these bowls when
played is tranquil. Bathe in their sound
each morning of the festival.

Chiho started playing the piano
when she was 4, and is a multiinstrumentalist using instruments
such as the Crystal Armonica. Phil has
recorded two devotional albums and
now on focuses on Kirtan and Sound
Healing.

Seriya is extremely passionate about
the potency of Sound as a healing
tool and is the Co-founder of Sound
Healing Australia. Matty Rainbow
is a Byron Bay based, certified
Kinesiologist, Sound Healer and
Meditation facilitator.

Stephanie Wallace

Jo Kelly

Eeka King

Stephanie is a sacred song writer,
sound healer, yoga teacher and somatic
counsellor. She has walked a dedicated
spiritual path for 10 years through
yoga, meditation, travel, somatic based
therapy and shamanic traditions.
Stephanie currently lives in the Byron
Shire offering yoga classes, sound
healing and medicine music.

Jo brings the rich tradition of Vedic
mantra and devotional song to the
stage with a beautiful soothing voice
and stirring melodies. Jo has recorded
seven albums under her brand Cafe
Mantra and continues to record new
music as divine inspiration comes forth.

Has been a seeker of spiritual and
esoteric wisdom since she was a
teenager and has been working in the
healing profession for 18 years. Eeka
is a certified Teacher of Acutonics®
Sound Medicine as well as a qualified
and experienced Acupuncturist and
Chinese Medicine Practitioner.

Daily Yoga
Activate through movement with the Starlight Festival yoga community.

Daniel & Marita

Kylie Upton

Tarah Rocha

Ane da Gama

Dan and Marita met at through
AcroYoga in 2017 and have been
monkeying around together ever
since.

Kylie is a mother, hippie in high
heels & yogini. She has studied
Kundalini Yoga in Australia, India,
Sri Lanka, UK & USA.

Tarah dedicates herself to the
study, practice & teaching
of yoga.

A yogini and spiritual teacher. Her
mission is to empower spiritual
growth through conscious eating
and yogic lifestyle.

Siri Shakti Kaur

Agneta

Aimo Javier

Lauren Siafas

A Kundalini Yoga Teacher,
specialising in therapeutic
approaches, and sound healer.

Agneta aims to give her
participants a safe space to
nurture their bodies and minds.

Sharing how martial arts can
Teaches a combination of
translate to daily life on a physical, meditation, deep sound healing,
energetic & philosophical level.
Yin/Restorative Yoga & breathwork.

Certificate Training in Fusion Acupressure
Follow your calling to be an energy healer.
Discover the magic of Acupressure, Life Coaching, Qi Gong and The Meridians.
March 20th -26th, 2021, Byron Shire.

Adria Ellis

International facilitator with
over 15 years experience.

www.fusionacupressure.com

Presenters
Unlock new discoveries with talks & workshops.

Marnie Devi Hudson

Kayla Marie

Jain 108

Sjha’ra Taylor

Raym

Sally Newton

Tom Robb

Margot Cairnes

Marnie has passionately
explored many dance styles,
yoga, meditation, personal
transformation tools + spiritual
seekings.

Kayla is a holistic therapist and
author of Soul Healing for the
Star Seeds. She has fine tuned
her connection and is now
sharing it with the world.

Jain inspires people through his
workshops and presentations.
He continues his research into
sacred geometry, magic squares,
& various atomic structures.

A dynamic international kundalini
yoga teacher, ceremonialist,
priestess, workshop facilitator
& speaker. Her work is a fusion
of ancient traditions of yoga &
shamanic wisdom.

Shaman, author, columnist,
spiritual tour leader and teacher.
His Crystal Dreaming® technique,
taught world-wide.

Sally is a certified transference
healing®, practitioner, teacher &
ascension facilitator.

Tom Robb is a ‘real talk’ speaker,
unorthodox yoga instructor,
mentor & adventure therapist.
Tom’s powerful workshops are
recognised nationwide.

Margot is highly regarded and
respected as an inspirational
mentor, advisor and partner to
boards and CEOs.

Jost Sauer

Belinda Moore

Peter Bowden

Abikgail

Steven & Evan Strong

Juniper Rose & Kat Ellis Heeling Dean

Jost’s passion is health and
fitness, and he shares his ongoing
discoveries in his books, blogs,
articles & training programs.

Belinda is gifted with the ability
to connect to the spirit world,
opening a gateway to connect
people to their Higher Self
spirit guides and angels.

Peter walks with a profound
connection to all beings. He
journeys a shamanic/medicine
path and travels nationally and
internationally.

Sharing a valuable technique,
that aids understanding how
the psychic senses work, how to
develop them and how to apply
this knowledge in your life.

Miss Heeling specialises in Tarot
Our main brief is to prove through Have joined forces to offer a
supported space in which to birth readings including the
scientific fact that which the
love from the dark stillness.
Celtic Cross.
Elders insist is true.

Michelle Fletcher

Paul Williamson

Lisa Jonas

Jodie Maio

Sees the body as a whole, and
believes our bodies have the
innate ability to balance itself if
given the right environment and
proper whole food nutrition.

Paul is an experienced
international Therapist & author.
He specializes in past life
regression, which he has been
practicing for 31 years.

Lisa’s focus is on harnessing the
essences of our inner gifts and
enhancing our flow of creativity
and inner wellbeing.

Jodie Maio is an empowerment
healer/psychic. Jodie uses
her unique gifts to help you to
reclaim your power and master
your journey.

Steve Richards

Anastasia Borserio

Ajna Stephanie

Parijat Wismer

Founder of Holographic Kinetics.
A combination of over 40 years
of researching modalities.

Anastasia mentors & leads a
team of tens of thousands of
people who are reclaiming their
health and wellness on
every level.

Is a qualified rebirther, Yoga
teacher, massage therapist,
tantrika, reiki master, & theta
healer.

Parijat is a registered
professional member with the
AKA, an Advanced Kinesiology
Instructor and Herbalist.

Kasey
Marilyn
Psychic Reader
Holistic Integrative Therapy, Guidance
and Psychic Readings.
Psychic Medium, Clairvoyant, Tarot, Counsellor
Bach. Couns., Hypnotherapist Dip. Clin. Hyp.
Kasey connects with divine consciousness energy
for the highest intention and guidance for her
readings. She channels information from spirit
guides and passed over loved ones for comfort,
closure, clarity and guidance for her clients.
Kasey reads the Rider Waite Tarot Cards while
also receiving messages through Clairvoyance,
Clairsentience, Clairaudient and spirit images that
appear like photographs in her Crystal Ball.

kaseymarilyn.com.au

Mario Alam
A medical doctor, intuitive &
mystic who has travelled the world
experiencing ancient wisdom.
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* Program subject to change by divine intervention. Two for one on full price tickets only.
am

15

30

45

10-10.45am Inner Gift
Alignment. Releasing negativity
via art therapy with Lisa.

11am

15

10-11am Gong Healing Meditation.
Belinda Moore & Kylie Upton.

45

12pm

15

30

11.30-12.30pm Music of the spheres
with Dr Eeka King. The sounds of the
universe- known as the ‘music of the
spheres’ are brought into the healing realm
via precision tuning forks & Gongs.

10.30-11.30am Psychic development
and clairvoyant skills workshop with
Rhonda Kelly.

45

12-12.45pm Connecting with
your soul family, ancestors &
guides. Understand the importance
of a strong connection with the
unconditionally loving beings
closest to you with Raym.

11.15-12.30pm Sattantra is Tantra kriya yoga &
Kundalini energy. SATTANTRA is a personally developed
practice based on my first-hand experience with
Kundalini energy. Dedicated to the cultivation of
conscious connection, authenticity, love & liberation
with Shivana.

10.15-11.15am Clear your etheric body
and relax, experience deep peace and
bathe in the sound of pure quartz crystal
singing bowls with Chicchan.

SACRED
SPACE

30

11-11.45am Finding your
soul-mate with tarot with Heeling.

11.45-12.45pm Dreamtime healing
using Holographic Kinetics with Steve
Richards.

1pm

15

1-1.45pm
Academy of
Source Energy
Healing &
Wisdom with
Penelope.

7th Jan
30

45

An ancient,
divine form of
healing that
channels pure
love, light and
wisdom.

All program events included in the price of entry.
2pm

12.45-2pm
Yoga & Ayurveda
Agneta Hansell.

Learn about the sister
sciences of Yoga &
Ayurveda & how they
complement each
other.

12.45-1.45pm
A sacred ceremony with
the medicine drum with
Peter Bowden.

A journey of
7 generations
in honor of
our ancestral
bloodline.

1-2pm
Art Therapy.

15

30

45

2-2.45pm Trauma healing &
healing the heart with Parijat.

3pm

30

2.15-3.30pm Launch Off - AcroYoga for
Beginners with Marita and Dan. AcroYoga
cultivates human connection through movement
and joy. A combination of yoga, partner
acrobatics & Thai massage.

2-3pm The Empowered God/Goddess.
Experiencing the Co-creative powers of
the Divine Feminine as we collectively
start living our 5D reality on Earth with
Sally Newton.

Learn how to access
the subconscious and
process a range of
emotions & experiences
with Abikgail.

15

45

3-3.45pm Whole body &
emotions. Learn how to see
emotions, work through them
& release them with Michelle
Fletcher.

4pm

15

30

3.45-4.45pm Kundalini yoga class for
emotional eating with Ane da Gama.

3.15-4.15pm Siri Shakti Sound Gong
Bath. With gongs,Tibetan singing bowls,
medicine drum, voice and vibrational
instruments, Siri Shakti leads a deep
sound meditation.

2.15-3.15pm Singing bowl workshop:
teaching the basics on how to use
singing bowls for meditation, healing &
space clearing with Brinley & Anup.

45

4-4.45pm What is love? Love
is the overriding energy & fuel
that is constantly clarifying
balancing & empowering all we
are. Come clear your blocks to
it & let it in with Kean.

5pm

15

30-45

5-5.45pm The benefits
of face reading with
Sabina Ivankovic.

5-6pm Divine Luna
Dance with Manda the
luna high priestess.

4.30-6pm Sound Healing Ceremony
Seriya & Tanya offer a space for you
to use the power of mantra as a tool
for meditation & connection to your
divine essence. Come chant & allow the
vibrational sounds to move through you!

3.30-4.30pm Magical Videos
Masterclass DIY videos for healers,
coaches & therapists Sal Madgwick.

4.45-5.45pm Restoring
Harmony - Quantum Healing
Meditation with Helen.

Program highlights
Art Therapy

Abikgail Crystal

Sacred Space
1-2pm

SATTANTRA
The heart
of life
Shivana

Unity Space

11.15-12.30pm

Learn how to access the subconscious & process a
range of emotions & experiences, including trauma,
with the therapeutic process of art therapy. Abikgail is
currently studying trans-personal therapy and offering
a variety of tools to help you access a more meaningful
connection with yourself, your loved ones, nature
& your life.
SATTANTRA is a personally developed practice based
on Tantra Kriya yoga & my first-hand experience with
Kundalini energy. This practice is dedicated to the
cultivation of conscious connection, authenticity, love &
liberation. The aim is to revitalise & heal the energetic
body in a safe space by encouraging an intuitive mode of
self-healing with physical & practical techniques.

Music of the
Spheres
Eeka King

Soul Sounds

11.30-12.30pm
Pythagoras was the first to recognise the concept of
the heavenly harmonies. Dr Eeka King will share and
demonstrate how through the ‘law of the octave’ it
has been possible to convert the solar system into
Sound and give you an experience of these tones via
tuning forks and gongs.

Medicine
Drum Journey
Peter Bowden

Soul Sounds

12.45-1.45pm

A sacred ceremony with the medicine drum, taking
us through a journey of 7 generations in honor of
our ancestral bloodline. As we journey to release the
stories of our past, we unite with our ancestors.

SHAMANIC
EARTH
MEDICINE
MENTORING OR HEALING SESSIONS
• $220 - 1 off session
• $760 - 4 x sessions (save $120)
Shamanic Earth Medicine is a collective of
Peter’s life service. These offerings are a culmination of his lifetime of teachings, history and
traditions handed down to him from elders and
wisdom keepers from around the world.

MENTORING & HEALING
RETREATS & CEREMONIES
SHAMANIC EARTH MEDICINE SHOP
admin@shamanicearthmedicineshop.com

www.shamanicearthmedicine.com
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Friday

* Program subject to change by divine intervention. Two for one on full price tickets only.
am

15

30

45

10-10.45am Diamond Light
Numerology. A fun interactive
session from the book of joy with
Wilma May.

11am

15

30

45

11-11.45am Wisdom Circle
with Peter Bowden.

10.30-11.30am The magick within your
cycle. How to create more ease, pleasure
and harmony throughout your menstrual
cycle with a natural approach with Anastasia
Borserio.
10-11am Qi Gong with Tai Chi Forest.
Explore this meditative aspects of internal
martial arts & become a more realised and
conscious being with Aimo.

12pm

15

30

45

12-12.45pm Child Of Light
accessing the crystalline global-grid
frequencies of light to support the
new children & the birthing of our
5th dimensional Adam Kadmon
body with Sally Newton.

1pm

15

1-1.45pm

11.45-1.45pm Cosmic RESET. Shamanic & activating, be
guided through an alchemical journey to strengthen your inner
alignment & potential to reset your life. Be prepared to awaken
the inner giant. Mario Alam takes you through an embodied
journey with your body being the temple to transform.

11.15-12.45pm The Presence Of ‘I’’ Yin Yoga and Sound
Healing with Lauren Siafas. A sequence of YIN postures
Breathwork and deep sound healing. The story of ‘I’ will be
spoken during the yin postures and will encompass self enquiry.

1-2pm
Mantra on
the Mat with
Tereasa.

10.15-11.15am Clear your etheric body
and relax, experience deep peace and
bathe in the sound of pure quartz crystal
singing bowls with Chicchan.

11.30-12.30pm Sacred Sound Experience 12.45-1.45pm
A deeply relaxing sound healing session in a
Crystal Armonica Sound
loving space that brings inner peace. Naturally Healing with Phil Foord.
soothing your mind & nervous system, giving
profound rest & rejuvenation. Come chant,
relax, meditate, & feel the bliss with Jo Kelly.

10.15-11.15am Finding Joy. An
evolutionary astrology workshop. Creative
self expression is all symbolised by the Sun
sign. In this workshop, we will be discussing
the many ways it can be expressed with
Dee & Paul.

11.30-1pm The Nature of Reality -Light Language
Activations. Incorporating light language activations to
connect you to your galactic family with Joanne Gifford.

with Dee & Paul.
Program highlights
Qi Gong

Aimo Javier

Unity Space
10-11am

Crystal
Armonica
Phil & Chio

Soul Sounds

12.45-1.45pm

Medicine
Dance
Marnie Devi
Hudson

Soul Sounds
4.30-6pm

A certified senior instructor, Aimo’s journey with Tai
Chi began in the UK. Originally he learned Wu style to
heal old injuries & more about how the body & energy.
Since then he studied Tai Chi as a martial art. In more
recent years the focus of his practice has shifted to the
meditative aspects of internal martial arts & how they
help you become a more realised & conscious being.
This is truly a transformative & transcendent experience.
The “Crystal Armonica” is a rare celestial instrument
of 30 pure quartz crystal bowls invented by Benjamin
Franklin in 1761. The predominant overtones of the
Armonica are in the range of 1000–4000 Hz, which
activate our pineal gland, the 6th chakra (third eye),
elevating one into a deeper consciousness.
The power of free-style dance, supported by an incredible
musical soundscape + potent guidance - frees us to
connect deeply with breath, mind-body, feelings, energy
+ spirit on the dance floor. It is my absolute pleasure
to hold this safe space to explore your great potential
to awaken, transform + heal. To truly come home to a
more released, present, heart-centred self. DANCE is the
MEDICINE!

8th Jan
30

45

Discover your
type & find
your purpose
with Jost.

All program events included in the price of entry.
2pm

15

30

3pm

45

2-2.45pm My empowerment
journey. Learn how to empower
& change your own life through
strength, determination & self
healing with Jodie Maio.

2-3pm Hands-on singing bowl
workshop, teaching how to use singing
bowls for meditation, healing & space
clearing with Brinley & Anup.
The ancient practice
of partnering mantra
with all other yogic
tools: movement,
breathwork &
meditation.

15

30

45

3-3.45pm Find more
alignment balance and flow.
Correcting the atlas, psoas,
facia & more. See and feel
the engineered Phi vibration
machine with James.

1.15-2.15pm Atlantis Ring.
Steven & Evan Strong. Facts
about archaeological finds &
early contact accounts, genetics,
myths, Dreaming stories, etc in
one coherent theory.

15

3.15-4pm Restoring Harmony.
Quantum healing meditation with Helen.

2.15-3.45pm Finding Your True North - Redefining
purpose & passion through story stillness & movement.
Tom invites attendees to rediscover their ultimate potential
through a series of powerful exercises & activities.
Combining motivational discussions, guided yoga,
meditation practices & self-reflection exercises.

2-3pm Deep Sound Journey Using
a combination of high vibrational
instruments, voice and sound tools, Siri
Shakti guides you through a journey
of deep sound, allowing you to relax,
release & restore.

4pm

2.30-4.30pm Getting and enjoying it all as a woman! Would you
like to be successful in your career, your relationships and your life?
Would you like to have health, wealth and happiness? Then this
course is for you. Margot Cairnes will guide you on how to achieve
your heart’s desire in a way that benefits you, those you love and the
planet in which you live.

Aki Okada

Wisdom Room
5-5.45pm

Kohki therapy literally means “a therapy of brilliant
light”. It uses the natural light energy emitted from
burning moxa incense to enhance the circulation,
heal damaged tissues and refresh your body & mind.

Rhonda Kelly

International clairvoyant and psychic
medium, as seen on Psychic TV Australia.
- Psychic Medium, including pets
- Dream Interpreter
- Medical Intuitive and Intuitive Healer
- Jewellery and photo readings

www.rhondasreadings.com

45

5pm

15

30-45

5-5.45pm
Introduction to
Japanese Moxa with
Aki Okada.

4.30-6pm Inner gift alignment.
Explore your inner essences with art
therapy & meditation with Lisa.

4-6pm Merkava Breathwork - Rebirth the Sacred Heart.
Self love and care are of utmost importance in these
times. There are moments you haven’t lived yet, that will
take your breath away with Ajna.

3.15-4.15pm Spirit of Gaia.
A chanting/ toning sound event with
Phil Foord.

Intro to
Japanese
Moxa

30

4-4.45pm Why are we here?
Life, death, rebirth, karma &
Akashic records. Tap into your
own infinite potential, ground
your ancient wisdom with Raym.

4.30-6pm. Medicine Dance - 5 Elements
Ecstatic Dance. The power of free-style
dance, supported by an incredible musical
soundscape + potent guidance - frees us
to connect deeply with breath, feelings &
energy with Marine.
4.45-5.45pm
Energy Reading. Learn how to work
with the electromagnetic field, to
identify the energy influences with
Abikgail.

Finding Your
True North
Tom Robb

Unity Space
2.15-3.45pm

Combining motivational discussions, guided yoga,
meditation practices & self-reflection exercises, this
workshop brings your mindset to a state of wellbeing
and clarity long after it ends.

Saturday

*Program subject to change by divine intervention.

10am
WISDOM
ROOM

15

30

45

10 -10.45am Stargazer Insight
Self-Healing with Astrology with
Lisa.

11am

15

30

45

11 -11.45am Who Am I Really?
Original wisdom The age-old
question with the ultimate reward.
Come & discover more of you with
Kean the founder of Be Yourself.

12pm

15

30

45

12-12.45pm The healing power
of past life regression with Paul
Williams.

HEART
SPACE

10-11am DIY Immunity - Building
immunity is an action. Immunity is not just
what you take, it also comes from what you
say, think and do, and how you live. Join
Jost for a lively talk and discover the foods
that support immunity.

11.15-12.15pm What is enlightenment?
A framework of what is enlightenment, what
is ascension, what is self realisation and what
we may experience during and after these
phenomenon of spiritual remembrance with
Jester Featherman.

UNITY
SPACE

10-11am Sacred Sound Experience. A
relaxing sound healing session in a loving
space. Naturally soothing your mind & nervous
system, giving profound rest & rejuvenation.
Come chant, relax, meditate, & feel the bliss
with Jo Kelly.

11.15-12.45pm Sattantra is Tantra Kriya yoga & Kundalini
energy. SATTANTRA is a personally developed practice
based on Tantra Kriya yoga & my first-hand experience with
Kundalini energy. This practice is dedicated to the cultivation
of conscious connection, authenticity, love, truth, & liberation
with Shivana.

SOUL
SOUNDS

SACRED
SPACE

10.15-11.15am Clear your etheric body
and relax, experience deep peace and
bathe in the sound of pure quartz crystal
singing bowls with Chicchan.

15

12.30-2.30pm
Ceremony to Self.
Tracy McMahon &
Kayla Marie.

11.30-12.30pm Harmonium Choir
Mantra Soundbath. The Harmonium Choir
is a collective of harmonium players and
vocalists guided by Alice Miyagawa. You’re
invited to journey with the choir as we create
transformational sound.

10-12pm Making Sense of 2020, Spiritually - As we begin 2021 it would be
beneficial to understand its Spiritual importance, impact & lessons for our Soul
Journey. This workshop will help you gently & deeply connect to your own personal
spiritual lessons of 2020 & beyond, helping you to release any residual blocks or
Karma, you may be carrying in your physical, emotional, mental or spiritual bodies.

1pm

1-1.45pm
Aligning with the
divine the power
of unconditional
love with Raym.

9th Jan
30

45

All program events included in the price of entry.
2pm

15

Ceremony to Self is a reminder of who
you are & the innate gifts you bring.
Everything we need is within, during this
gathering we’ll be using mother nature &
unconditional love to access them.
1-2pm Mantra
on the Mat with
Tereasa.

12.45-1.45pm Shrine
River Mantra Soundscapes.
Angelic voice accompanied
by various sacred
instruments with Alice.

12.15-1.15pm The Art Of Number
with Jain. The mathematical derivation of
ancient symbols & more.

The ancient practice of
partnering mantra with
all other yogic tools:
movement, breathwork
& meditation, all
naturally flow.

Michelle Fletcher

Wisdom Room
2-2.45pm

Singbowl
hands on
workshop

Anup & Brinley

Heart Space
5.15-6pm

Harmonium
Choir Mantra
Soundbath
Alice Miyagawa

Soul Sounds

11.30-12.30pm

Our body is designed to be nourished by a wide variety
of whole foods, not chemicals. Learn how our plant
based products holistically nourish and cleanse your
body’s five systems with a precise combination of
nutrients that promote optimal health. Whether you want
to lose weight, handle stress better or be supported in
your busy lifestyle.
Anup and his wife, Brinley, have travelled throughout
Australia and the USA, teaching and exhibiting. Their
in depth singing bowl masterclass was also launched
online this year. They bring their 12 years of experience
to Starlight in their hands-on singing bowl workshop,
teaching the basics on how to use singing bowls for
meditation, healing and space clearing.
The Harmonium Choir is a collective of harmonium
players and vocalists guided by Alice Miyagawa of
Shrine River Soundscapes. You’re invited to journey
with the choir as we create transformational soundvibrational experiences with music, offering healing,
therapy, and upliftment for all!

45

3pm

15

30

45

3-3.45pm Kinesiology - talking
& listening to your body. Muscle
monitoring (biofeedback)
looking into imbalances that
may be causing disease in the
body with Parijat Wismer.

2.45-3.45pm Finding your soul mate
using Tarot with Heeling.

4pm

15

2-3pm Sound Healing Journey. A healing
state using harmonic frequencies of
sound. A meditative journey to meet the
spirit of Mother Earth. Be serenaded by
healing frequency vocals, medicine drum,
singing bowls & guitar with Stephanie.
1.30-2.30pm How to work with
Crystals. Learn how to work with Laser
Wand Quartz Crystals to identify
and clear energy blocks and etheric
attachments that no longer serve ones
highest good with Abikgail.

45

2.45-3.45pm Creative Awakening
Family constellation for Artists & creative
individuals with Lisa.

Jester Fetaherman

Heart Space

11.15-12.15pm
This is a talk for the age we are in and one not to miss
for those seeking inner truth & next level awakenings.

Alice Miyagawa

Shrine River
Soundscapes
Mantra Chanting,
Singing & Chakra
Activation
Mindfulness Meditation | Crystal Channel Sound Meditation
Harmonium Tuition | Workshops | Events & Retreats
0427 423 723 miyagawaalice@gmail.com

Shrine River Soundscapes

5pm

15

30-45

5-5.45pm Vibrational
Palm reading for the
average psychic. Gain
insight into your own
personal story by
exploring your hands.

4-5pm Loving your divine
self. Christa will take you on a
journey to discover your true
Divine Self.

5.15pm-6pm
Hands-on singing bowl
workshop, teaching how
to use singing bowls for
meditation, healing &
space clearing.

4.30-6pm Finding Your True North.
Redefining purpose and passion through
story stillness & movement. With a
unique blend of compassion, play &
conversation with Tom Robb.

3.15-4.45pm An experiential taster connecting into
the energy of self mastery, feeling into the space where
we draw from the intelligence & resources of our highest
awareness with Peter Bowden.

What is
enlightenment?

aliceloveswonderland

30

4-4.45pm Uncover your
psychic ability with Belinda
Moore.

2.15-3.15pm Transforming the Silence 3.30-4.15pm Kundalini
of the Soul. Our nervous systems are in
awakening with Kylie Upton.
a constant state of stress, running on
adrenaline. In this workshop Siri Shakti
leads a powerful practice of Kundalini Yoga
& Meditation to reawaken the senses.

Program highlights
Eat to nourish
your body &
feed your soul

30

2-2.45pm Eat to nourish your
body and feed your soul. Learn
how our plant based products
holistically nourish & cleanse
your body’s five systems with
Michelle.

5-6pm Taoist Cosmic
Sound Journey. Activate
& draw in the earthly and
heavenly Chi. The healing
of planetary tuned gongs,
chimes with Dr Eeka King.

4-6pm Wild Rose Activation. Join us for this powerful
workshop weaving creativity with deep activation
towards the light to rebirth the harmony of self and the
reconnection to resonant vibration throughout community
with Kat and Juniper Rose.

Sunday

*Program subject to change by divine intervention.

10am
WISDOM
ROOM

HEART
SPACE

UNITY
SPACE

SOUL
SOUNDS

SACRED
SPACE

15

30

45

10 -10.45am Shamanic circle
of fire. Enhancing our connection
to GAIA & the inner worlds of the
elemental & cosmic realms with
Sally Newton.

11am

15

30

45

11-11.45am Soul
Commitments. Diamond Light
Numerology. A fun interactive
session from the book of joy with
Wilma May.

10.15-11.15am Learn how to face read
with Heeling.

10-11am Clear your etheric body and
relax, experience deep peace and bathe
in the sound of pure quartz crystal singing
bowls with Chicchan.

12pm

15

11.30-12.30pm How I empowered my
own journey with Jodie Maio.

11.15-12.30pm Cacao Ceremony. Chocolate
Yoga ritual & chakra activation. This merging of
cacao ceremony and Kundalini Yoga is beautifully
led by Sjha’ra Taylor, one of Australia’s original cacao
ceremonialists.

10.15-12.15pm Seriya Cutbush and Matty Rainbow offer a deeply nourishing
sound healing weaving breathwork, kinesiology, intention and sacred instruments
of tamboura, crystal singing bowls and Tibetan bowls, medicine drum, channeled
voice, flute and harmonium.
10-11am Stargazer’s Playground.
Meditations for your zodiac type with Lisa.

30

45

12-12.45pm Conscious
relationships succeed consciously.
The power to choose is with you.
Discover where you are at & learn
the six stages of relationships
with Kean.

11.15-12.15pm Eliminate emotional,
physical and mental health with Parijat
Wismer.

1pm

1-1.45pm
The healing
power of past
life regression
with Paul.

Seriya & Matty

Soul Sounds

10.15-12.15pm

Vedic
Mathematics
Jain 108

Sacred Space
1.45-2.45pm

Chocolate
Yoga Ritual
Sjha’ra Taylor

Unity Space

11.15-12.30pm

30

45

All program events included in the price of entry.
2pm

15

30

3pm

45

2-2.45pm Chakra Journey.
Seriya Cutbush will guide you
into a chakra meditation journey
and share the self healing tools
to keep yourself in balance.

12.45-2.45pm
Ceremony to Self with
Tracey McMahon
& Kayla Curtis.

Ceremony to Self is a reminder of who you are
and the innate gifts you bring. Everything we
need is within, during this gathering we’ll be
using Mother Nature and Unconditional Love to
access them.

12.45-2.15pm
Tantra Heart with
Stephanie - Ajna.

Tantra Heart is a safe
container with a taster of the
unique experience of mindblowing, heart opening, playful
explorations.

15

2.30-4pm Kundalini Yoga and Meditation with Kylie
Upton.

12.30-1.30pm Psychic attack,
spirit attachment and ETs. All
things out of this world that are
in this world and how to deal with
them with Raym.

1.45-2.45pm Vedic Mathematics
with Jain. Based on ancient Indian
sutras, this course on speed maths will
increase your confidence with numbers,
and develop your memory power.

Be amazed & inspired to see Jain multiply large
numbers in head without the use of a calculator! Based
on ancient Indian sutras, this course on Speed Maths
will increase your confidence with numbers, and develop
your memory power & when studied, will give teenage
students a leading edge in mathematical exams.

Chocolate Yoga Ritual & Chakra Activation. This merging
of cacao ceremony and Kundalini Yoga is beautifully
led by Sjha’ra Taylor, one of Australia’s original cacao
ceremonialists. Be ready to meditate, stretch, breathe,
chant, dance, expand & elevate!
(BYO mat & $3 for your cacao).

45

4pm

15

30

45

4-4.45pm Straighten Up your
Mind The Mind body connection
revealed. Energy field explained
Change you’re mind change
your body with lasting results.

3-4.30pm Sacred Hoop of Life - Come with Peter
Bowden on an introductory journey through the sacred
hoop of Life.

1.45-3.15pm The Presence Of ‘I’’ Yin Yoga and Sound
Healing with Lauren Siafas. A sequence of YIN postures
Breathwork and deep sound healing. The story of ‘I’ will
be spoken during the yin postures and will encompass
self enquiry.

Seriya Cutbush and Matty Rainbow offer a deeply
nourishing sound healing weaving breathwork,
kinesiology, intention and sacred instruments of
tamboura, crystal singing bowls and Tibetan bowls,
medicine drum, channeled voice, flute and harmonium.
An opportunity to reconnect to your own bliss. Seriya
and Matty are founders of Sound Healing Australia.

30

3-3.45pm Healing Spirit of
Past Trauma with Steve Richards.
Understanding spirit is the key
that gets results that other
modalities are unable to achieve.

12.30-1.30pm Hands-on
singing bowl workshop, teaching
how to use singing bowls for
meditation, healing & space
clearing with Brinley & Anup.

Program highlights
Sound
Healing

15

10th Jan

5pm

15

30-45

5-5.45pm Heart
Opening Meditation.

4.45-5.45pm Spontaneous
kundalini awakening with
Shivana.

4.15-5.30pm Create calm & focus understand
the body, the way it moves and feels. Explore a
new concept of yoga, mobility and meditation by
creating calm and focus. Shift perspective and
move into clarity. Suitable for all levels with Tarah.

3.30-4.30pm Big mother drum.
The pow wow drumming circle. Gather
together and go on a shamanic journey
with Sunder Devi.

3-4.30pm Befriend Your Body. This workshop draws
on bodywork somatics, movement, asanas, mindfulness,
meditation and breathing. Learn to reset, stretch and
strengthen your body as you retrain your brain and
nervous system with Liina Flynn.

4.45-5.30pm Restoring
Harmony. Quantumn healing
meditation with Helen.

4.45-5.30pm What is
enlightenment? A talk for the age
we are in & one not to miss for
those seeking inner truth & next
level awakenings with Jester.

The Presence
Of “I”

Create Calm
& Focus

Soul Sounds

Unity Space

Lauren Siafas

1.45-3.15pm

The story of ‘I’ will be spoken during Yin postures &
will encompass self inquiry. You are your own unique
‘I’ - through this workshop you will be more aware of
how to deconstruct your ‘I’ & live in the NOW.

Quantum Energy Healing
For individuals, families & workplaces.

Sacred Divine Channel
Light Language
Sound & Crystal Healing

0419 025 825
HelenBichel.com

Tarah Rocha

4.15-5.30pm

Understand the body, the way it moves & feels.
Explore a new concept of yoga, mobility & meditation
by creating calm & focus. Shift perspective & move
into clarity. Suitable for all levels.
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Learn to be the healer in your own home
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Wilma May

Diamond Light Practitioner & Teacher
Diamond Light Numerology Workshops.

Heal & Evolve Your Life & Relationships

Diamond
Light Practitione
ThetaHealer • Registered Nurse
Diamond Light Numerology

HE ART SPACE

h)

BYRON ST

The Starlight Festival takes place at the A&I Hall, Bangalow, January the 7th-10th
Doors open at 9.30am each day.

4 Day Pass
75 (SAVE $45 )

$

2 FOR 1
Thurs & Fri

Children under 13 FREE with a paying adult.

Festival tickets at the door or online starlightfestival.com.au
Festival Sponsors

Heal & Evolve Your Life and Relationship
Diamond Light Aura Readings

Venue & Tickets

HelenBichel.com

0422 959 271

www.sheerradianceliving.com.au

(Presbeterian Churc

1 Day Pass
$
30

Wilma May

Diamond Light Energy Healings
by Appointment

Oracle Card Readings
Psychometry

Metaphysical Journey of 27 years v Registered N

wilmamay21@gmail.com

Offering Sound Healing Classes
& Diploma Certification in Acutonics®
Integrative Sound Medicine
Acutonics® is a complete healing system that encompasses
modern and innovative science of sound technology with
underlying universal laws and principles of medicine and healing.
Acutonics is founded in the philosophy of Chinese Medicine and
also integrates physics, depth psychology, cosmological studies
(planetary myth & archetype), medical astrology and the arts into
a holistic methodology in the applied use of sound vibration

Acupuncture points provide noninvasive access into the core
energetic systems within the body. The planets provide musical
intervals, archetypes, and correspondences that help us to
fine-tune the therapeutic frequency that is applied to the body to
promote inner harmony. Planetary tuned chimes, Gongs and other
sound based tools such as Tibetan Bowls, the rattle and drum may
also be weaved into the healing session.

Precision calibrated tuning forks tuned to the orbital properties
of the Earth, Sun, Moon and Planets- known as ‘The Music of the
Spheres’, are activated and applied directly to the body.

Sound Healing Products

Sound Medicine Sessions

We are the Australian distributer of the Acutonics® Tunings Forks, Hand Chimes & Books.
We also stock quality 7 metal Tibetan Bowls (made in Nepal), Tinchas and Bells.

Acutonics® Sound Medicine Sessions at
Sound Temple Ocean Shores.

AustraliaAcutonics.com

0439 382 114

eeka@australiaacutonics.com

